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Abstract
We prove a general relative higher index theorem for complete man-
ifolds with positive scalar curvature towards infinity. We apply this
theorem to study Riemannian metrics of positive scalar curvature on
manifolds. For every two metrics of positive scalar curvature on a
closed manifold and a Galois cover of the manifold, we define a sec-
ondary higher index class. Non-vanishing of this higher index class is
an obstruction for the two metrics to be in the same connected compo-
nent of the space of metrics of positive scalar curvature. In the special
case where one metric is induced from the other by a diffeomorphism
of the manifold, we obtain a formula for computing this higher index
class. In particular, it follows that the higher index class lies in the
image of the Baum-Connes assembly map.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we use methods from noncommutative geometry to study
problems of positive scalar curvature on manifolds. From the work of
Fomenko and Mischenko [21], Kasparov [15], and Connes and Moscovici [9],
methods from noncommutative geometry have found many impressive ap-
plications towards geometry and topology, in particular, to those related to
the Novikov conjecture and the positive scalar curvature problem. The fact
that the positive scalar curvature problem is closely related to the Novikov
conjecture (or the Baum-Connes conjecture) was already made apparent by
Rosenberg in [22]. Block and Weinberger [6], and the second author [24][25]
successfully applied noncommutative geometric methods to determine the
existence (nonexistence) of positive scalar curvature on certain classes of
manifolds. By applying the work of Lott on higher eta invariants (which
∗Guoliang Yu was partially supported by the US National Science Foundation.
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is noncommutative geometric) [20], Leichtnam and Piazza studied the con-
nectedness of the space of all Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature
on certain classes of manifolds [18].
One of main tools used in all the studies mentioned above is index theory
in the context of noncommutative geometry, often referred as higher index
theory. The method of applying (classical) index theory to study the positive
scalar curvature problem on manifolds goes back to Lichnerowicz. By ap-
plying the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [1], he showed that a compact spin
manifold does not support positive scalar curvature if its Aˆ-genus is nonzero
[19]. With a refined version of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [2], Hitchin
showed that half of the exotic spheres in dimension 1 and 2 (mod8) cannot
carry metrics of positive scalar curvature [13]. This line of development was
pursued further by Gromov and Lawson. In [11], they developed a relative
index theorem and obtained nonexistence of positive scalar curvature for a
large class of (not necessarily compact) manifolds. In [8], Bunke proved a
relative higher index theorem and applied it to study problems of positive
scalar curvature on manifolds.
In this paper, we prove a general relative higher index theorem (for
both real and complex cases). We apply this theorem to study Riemannian
metrics of positive scalar curvature on manifolds. For every two metrics
of positive scalar curvature on a closed manifold and a Galois cover of the
manifold, there is a naturally defined secondary higher index class. Non-
vanishing of this higher index class is an obstruction for the two metrics to
be in the same connected component of the space of metrics of positive scalar
curvature. In the special case where one metric is induced from the other by
a diffeomorphism of the manifold, we obtain a formula for computing this
higher index class. In particular, it follows that the higher index class lies
in the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map.
It is essential to allow real C∗-algebras and their (real) K-theory groups
when studying problems of positive scalar curvature on manifolds, cf.[11][22].
In fact, the (real) K-theory groups of real C∗-algebras provide more refined
invariants for obstructions of existence of positive scalar curvature. We point
out that the proofs in our paper are written in such a way that they apply to
both the real and the complex cases. In order to keep the notation simple,
we shall only prove the results for the complex case and indicate how to
modify the arguments, if needed, for the real case. From now on, unless
otherwise specified, all bundles and algebras are defined over C.
Here is a synopsis of the main results of the paper. Let X0 and X1 be
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two even dimensional1 spin manifolds with complete Riemannian metrics
of positive scalar curvature (uniformly bounded below) away from compact
sets. Assume that we have compact subspaces Ki ⊂ Xi such that there is
an (orientation preserving) isometry Ψ : Ω0 → Ω1, where Ωi ⊂ Xi − Ki
is a union of (not necessarily all) connected components of Xi − Ki (see
Figure 1 in Section 4). We emphasize that the Riemannian metric on Ωi
may have nonpositive scalar curvature on some compact subset. Let Si be
the corresponding spinor bundle over Xi. We assume that Ψ lifts to a bundle
isometry Ψ˜ : S0|Ω0 → S1|Ω1 . Let (Xi)Γ be a Γ-cover2 of Xi, where Γ is a
discrete group. We assume that Ψ lifts to an isometry on the covers. Let Di
be the associated Dirac operator on (Xi)Γ. Then we have D1 = Ψ˜ ◦D0 ◦ Ψ˜−1
on (Ω1)Γ.
Let N be a compact hypersurface in Ω ∼= Ωi such that N cuts Xi into two
components. We separate off the component that is inside Ωi and denote
the remaining part of Xi by Yi (see Figure 1 in Section 4). We obtain X2
by gluing Y0 and Y1 along N . Moreover, we glue the spinor bundles over Y0
and Y1 to get a spinor bundle over X2. All these cutting-pastings lift to the
covers, and produce a Γ-cover (X2)Γ of X2. Let D2 be the associated Dirac
operator on (X2)Γ. For each Di, we have its higher index class Ind(Di) ∈
K0(C
∗
r (Γ)) (resp. K0(C
∗
r (Γ;R)) in the real case). We have the following
relative higher index theorem (Theorem 4.2).
Theorem A.
Ind(D2) = Ind(D0)− Ind(D1).
The usefulness of the above theorem lies in the fact that the index class
on the left hand side is computable in many cases (for example, when X2
is compact), while the index classes on the right hand side are difficult
to compute. In the proof of this theorem, we carry out a construction of
invertible doubles (Theorem 5.1). Our construction takes place on manifolds
with C∗r (Γ)-bundles
3 (resp. C∗r (Γ;R)-bundles ) and generalizes the invertible
double construction for manifolds with classical vector bundles (i.e. C-vector
bundles or R-vector bundles), cf. [7, Chapter 9]. We point out that if
the scalar curvature on Ω is positive everywhere, then our theorem above
follows from Bunke’s relative higher index theorem [8, Theorem 1.2]. In our
1In the real case, we assume dimX0 = dimX1 ≡ 0 (mod 8).
2All covering spaces considered in this paper are Galois covering spaces, i.e. regular
covering spaces.
3For a real or complex C∗-algebra A, by a A-bundle over a manifold M , we mean a
locally trivial Banach vector bundle over M whose fibers have the structure of finitely
generated projective A-modules.
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theorem, we allow the scalar curvature on Ω to be nonpositive on a compact
subset. In particular, in the case when X0 and X1 are both compact, our
theorem applies to any Riemmannian metrics (possibly with scalar curvature
nowhere positive) on X0 and X1.
As an application of our relative higher index theorem, we consider a
compact odd dimensional4 spin manifold M (with a fixed spin structure)
which supports positive scalar curvature. Let MΓ an Γ-cover of M , where
Γ is a discrete group. Let Ψ be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
Ψ : M → M which in addition preserves the spin structure of M . Choose
g0 ∈ R+(M). Let g1 = (Ψ−1)∗g0 and gt a smooth path of Riemannian
metrics on M with
gt =

g0 for t ≤ 0,
g1 for t ≥ 1,
any smooth homotopy from g0 to g1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Then X = M × R endowed with the metric h = gt + (dt)2 becomes a
complete Riemannian manifold with positive scalar curvature away from a
compact set. Let XΓ = MΓ × R and D the corresponding Dirac operator
on XΓ. Then we have the higher index class Ind(D) ∈ K0(C∗r (Γ)) (resp.
Ind(D) ∈ K0(C∗r (Γ;R)) in the real case).
Assume that Ψ lifts to a diffeomorphism Ψ˜ : MΓ → MΓ. This is always
the case when Γ = π1(M) the fundamental group of M . Notice that Ψ
induces an automorphism Γ → Γ. Let Γ ⋊ Z be the semi-direct product
with the action of Z on Γ induced by Ψ . Then XΓ = MΓ × R becomes a
(Γ⋊Z)-cover ofMΨ . HereMΨ = (M× [0, 1])/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence
relation (x, 0) ∼ (Ψ(x), 1) for x ∈M . We denote byDΓ⋊Z the Dirac operator
on XΓ, which defines a higher index class Ind(DΓ⋊Z) ∈ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊Z)) (resp.
Ind(DΓ⋊Z) ∈ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊Z;R)) in the real case ), cf. [9, Section 5]. Now let
ι : Γ →֒ Γ⋊Z be the natural inclusion map, which induces a homomorphism
ι∗ : K0(C
∗
r (Γ))→ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)). Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem B.
ι∗(Ind(D)) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z)
in K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z)) (resp. K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z;R)) for the real case).
If we assume that the strong Novikov conjecture holds for Γ ⋊ Z, then
the above theorem provides a formula to determine when ι∗(Ind(D)) is non-
vanishing. Note that the above theorem implies that ι∗(Ind(D)) lies in
4In the real case, we assume dimM ≡ −1 (mod 8).
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the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map µ : KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ ⋊ Z)) →
K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊Z)) (or its real analogue [5]). It remains an open question whether
Ind(D) ∈ K0(C∗r (Γ)) lies in the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map
µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic
facts in K-theory and index theory. In Section 3, we discuss some basic
properties of Dirac operators (in Hilbert modules over a C∗-algebra) and
construct their higher index classes (with finite propagation property). In
Section 4, we prove a general relative higher index theorem. In Section 5,
we carry out an invertible double construction. In Section 6, we apply our
relative higher index theorem to study positive scalar curvature problem on
manifolds under diffeomorphisms.
Acknowledgements We want to thank Matthias Lesch and Rufus Willett
for many stimulating discussions and helpful comments. We also thank
Etienne Blanchard and Ulrich Bunke for helpful comments.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we review some preliminary facts in K-theory and index
theory.
2.1 Abstract index theory
Let B be a unital C∗-algebra and
0→ I → B → B/I → 0
a short exact sequence of C∗-algebras. Then we have the following six-term5
long exact sequence in K-theory.
K0(I) // K0(B) // K0(B/I)
Ind

K1(B/I)
Ind
OO
K1(B)oo K1(I)oo
In particular, each invertible element in u ∈ B/I defines an element
Ind(u) ∈ K0(I), called the index of u.
5In the real case, the long exact sequence has 24 terms, due to the fact real K-theory
has periodicity 8.
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We recall an explicit construction of the index map (in the even case).
Let u ∈ B such that u becomes invertible in B/I. Then there exists v ∈ B
such that both uv − 1 and vu− 1 are in I. We define
w =
(
1 u
0 1
)(
1 0
−v 1
)(
1 u
0 1
)(
0 −1
1 0
)
.
Notice that w is invertible and a direct computation shows that
w −
(
u 0
0 v
)
∈M2(I) =M2(C)⊗ I.
Consider the idempotent
p = w
(
1 0
0 0
)
w−1 =
(
uv + uv(1 − uv) (2 + uv)(1 − uv)u
v(1 − uv) (1− uv)2
)
.
We have
p−
(
1 0
0 0
)
∈M2(I)
and
Ind(u) = [p]−
[(
1 0
0 0
)]
∈ K0(I).
Now suppose F =
(
0 u∗
u 0
)
∈M2(B) is a self-adjoint element such that
F 2 − 1 ∈M2(I). In this case, the index of F is defined to be
Ind(F ) := Ind(u).
2.2 K-theory and almost idempotents
There are several equivalent ways to define the K-theory groups of a C∗-
algebra. In this subsection, we review a slightly non-standard definition,
which will be used in the later sections.
In the following discussion, we fix a (sufficiently small) constant τ > 0
once and for all.
Definition 2.1. Let B be a C∗-algebra and I a closed ideal of B.
(a) We call an element x ∈ B is τ -close to I if there exists an element y ∈ I+
such that
‖x− y‖ < min{τ, ‖x‖−1τ}.
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(b) An element z ∈ B is called a τ -almost idempotent if
‖z2 − z‖ < τ.
Notice that if z is a τ -almost idempotent, then (as long as τ is sufficiently
small) we can choose disjoint open sets U and V such that spec(z) ⊂ U ∪ V
with 0 ∈ U and 1 ∈ V . Set h = 0 on U and h = 1 on V and define
p =
1
2πi
∫
C
h(ζ)
ζ − z dζ
where C is a contour surrounding spec(z) in U ∪V . Then p is an idempotent
and therefore defines a K-theory class.
Now let p be an idempotent in M∞(B). In general, such an idempotent
does not define a K-theory class in K0(I). However, if p is τ -close to I
(with τ sufficiently small), then p does uniquely define an element in K0(I).
Indeed, choose q ∈ M∞(I+) so that ‖p − q‖ < min{τ, ‖p‖−1τ}. Since
p2 − p = 0, we have
‖q2 − q‖ ≤ ‖(p − q)p‖+ ‖q(p− q)‖+ ‖p− q‖ < 4τ,
i.e. q ∈ M∞(I+) is a (4τ)-almost idempotent. By the above discussion, q
defines a K-theory class in K0(I+). Let π be the quotient map
π : I+ → I+/I = C.
and π∗ : K0(I+)→ K0(C) = Z the induced map on K0-groups. If π∗([q]) =
[n], then we have [q]−[n] ∈ K0(I). We shall still denote this class by [p]−[n]
if no confusion arises.
Remark 2.2. Notice that the class [p] − [n] ∈ K0(I) does not depend
on the choice of q. Indeed, if we choose another q′ ∈ M∞(I+) such that
‖p − q′‖ < min{τ, ‖p‖−1τ}, then we have ‖q − q′‖ < 2min{τ, ‖p‖−1τ}. It is
easy to verify that [q] = [q′] ∈ K0(I+).
2.3 A difference construction
In this subsection, we review the difference construction in K-theory from
[16, Section 6]. Let B be a C∗-algebra and I be a two-sided closed ideal in
B. For each pair of idempotents p, q ∈ B with p − q ∈ I, we shall define a
difference element E(p, q) ∈ K0(I).
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First consider the invertible element
Z(q) =

q 0 1− q 0
1− q 0 0 q
0 0 q 1− q
0 1 0 0

whose inverse is
Z(q)−1 =

q 1− q 0 0
0 0 0 1
1− q 0 q 0
0 q 1− q 0
 .
Then we define
E0(p, q) = Z(q)
−1

p 0 0 0
0 1− q 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Z(q).
A direct computation shows that
E0(p, q) =

1 + q(p− q)q 0 qp(p− q) 0
0 0 0 0
(p − q)pq 0 (1− q)(p − q)(1− q) 0
0 0 0 0
 . (1)
It follows immediately that E0(p, q) ∈M4(I+) and E0(p, q) = e modulo
M4(I), where
e =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
Definition 2.3. Define
E(p, q) = [E0(p, q)]− [e] ∈ K0(I).
Remark 2.4. In fact, the same construction works when (p−q) is τ -close to
I. In this case, although E0(p, q)−e /∈M4(I), the explicit formula (1) shows
that E0(p, q) is τ -close to I (with a slight modification of the definition of τ -
closeness). According to the discussion in the previous subsection, E0(p, q)
defines a K-theory class in K0(I), which we shall still denote by E(p, q).
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3 Dirac operators and their higher index classes
In this section, we review some basic properties of Dirac operators over
Galois covers of complete manifolds and their higher index classes.
Let X be a complete even dimensional spin manifold. Let XΓ be a
Γ-cover of X. We define a flat C∗r (Γ)-bundle
6 V on X by
V = XΓ ×Γ C∗r (Γ),
where Γ acts on XΓ and C
∗
r (Γ) diagonally. Denote by S = S+ ⊕ S− the
spinor bundle over X and
ε =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
the grading operator on S. Then with the flat connection of V, we can define
the Dirac operator
DV : Γ
∞(X,S ⊗ V)→ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V)
where Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V) is the space of smooth sections of S ⊗ V over X. We
will simply write D for DV if no ambiguity arises. With the Z2-grading on
S, we have
D =
(
0 D−
D+ 0
)
.
Here are some standard properties of this Dirac operator D as a unbounded
operator on the C∗r (Γ)-Hilbert module L2(X,S ⊗V) the space of L2 sections
of S ⊗ V over X:
(a) D is an essentially self-adjoint operator;
(b) D2σ = 0⇔ Dσ = 0, for σ ∈ L2(X,S ⊗ V);
(c) if the scalar curvature κ of the manifold X is uniformly bounded, then
the maximal domain of D on L2(X,S ⊗ V) is exactly the Soblev space
H1(X,S ⊗ V);
(d) D2 = ∇∗∇+ κ
4
, where ∇ : Γ∞(X,S ⊗V)→ Γ∞(X,T ∗X ⊗S ⊗V) is the
connection on the bundle S ⊗ V and ∇∗ is the adjoint of ∇.
6In the real case, we consider the bundle V = XΓ ×Γ C
∗
r (Γ;R).
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From now on, let us assume thatX has (strictly) positive scalar curvature
towards infinity. More precisely, there exist a subset Ω ⊂ X such that X−Ω
is compact and the Riemannian metric has positive scalar curvature > k0
on Ω, for some positive constant k0.
In this case, there exists a compactly supported function ρ ≥ 0 on X
such that
(i)
κ
4
+ ρ2 ≥ c0 > 0 for some fixed constant c0,
(ii) ‖[D, ρ]‖ as small as we want, in particular < c0
2
.
Lemma 3.1. DV + ερ : H1(X,S ⊗ V)→ L2(X,S ⊗ V) is bounded below.
Proof. Indeed, for each σ ∈ H1(X,S ⊗ V), we have
‖(DV + ερ)σ‖20 = ‖〈(D + ερ)σ, (D + ερ)σ〉‖
= ‖〈(D2 + [D, ρ]ε + ρ2)σ, σ〉‖
≥ ‖〈(∇∗∇+ κ
4
+ ρ2)σ, σ〉‖ − c0
2
‖σ‖20
= ‖〈∇σ,∇σ〉+ 〈(κ
4
+ ρ2)σ, σ〉‖ − c0
2
‖σ‖20
≥ c‖〈∇σ,∇σ〉 + 〈σ, σ〉‖ = c‖σ‖2H1
where ‖·‖0 denotes the L2-norm on L2(X,S⊗V) and c = min{1/2, c0/2} > 0.
We have used the fact that a ≥ b ≥ 0⇒ ‖a‖ ≥ ‖b‖ in a C∗-algebra.
It follows that DV + ερ has a bounded inverse
(DV + ερ)
−1 : L2(X,S ⊗ V)→H1(X,S ⊗ V).
3.1 Generalized Fredholm operators in Hilbert modules
Let A be a C∗-algebra and HA a Hilbert module over A. We denote the
space of all adjointable operators in HA by B(HA). Let K(HA) be the space
of all compact adjointable operators in HA. Note that K(HA) is a two-sided
ideal in B(HA).
Definition 3.2. (cf. [23, Chapter 17]) An operator F ∈ B(HA) is called a
generalized Fredholm operator if π(F ) ∈ B(HA)/K(HA) is invertible.
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Proposition 3.3. Let
F = DV(D
2
V + ρ
2 + [DV , ρ]ε)
−1/2 : L2(X,S ⊗ V)→ L2(X,S ⊗ V).
Then F is a generalized Fredholm operator.
Proof. Let D = DV and
T = (D2V + ρ
2 + [DV , ρ]ε)
−1/2 =
√
1
(DV + ερ)2
.
First, we show that F : L2(X,S ⊗ V)→ L2(X,S ⊗ V) is bounded. Indeed,
‖Fσ‖20 = ‖〈DTσ,DTσ〉‖
= ‖〈(TD2Tσ, σ〉‖
= ‖ 〈σ − T (ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)Tσ, σ〉 ‖
≤ ‖1−R‖‖σ‖20
where R = T (ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)T : L2(X,S ⊗ V) → L2(X,S ⊗ V) is compact, in
particular bounded.
To show that F is a generalized Fredholm operator, it suffices to show
that F 2 − 1 is compact, i.e. F 2 − 1 ∈ K(HC∗r (Γ)). Since
1√
x
=
∫ ∞
0
1
x2 + λ2
dλ,
we have
T =
√
1
(D + ερ)2
=
∫ ∞
0
((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1dλ.
Now notice that
((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1D −D((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1
= ((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1[D, ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε]((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1.
It follows that
F 2 = DTDT
= D
(∫ ∞
0
((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1dλ
)
DT
=
(
D2
∫ ∞
0
((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1dλ+D
∫ ∞
0
K(λ)dλ
)
T
= D2T 2 +DKT
= 1− (ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)T 2 +DKT 2
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where
K(λ) = ((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1[D, ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε]((D + ερ)2 + λ2)−1
and K =
∫∞
0 K(λ)dλ. Since ρ and [D, ρ] have compact supports, it follows
that (ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)T 2 and DKT 2 are both compact. This finishes the proof.
3.2 Finite propagation speed
In this subsection, we shall show that for any first order essentially selfadjoint
differential operator D : Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V)→ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V), if the propagation
speed of D is finite, that is,
cD = sup{‖σD(x, ξ)‖ : x ∈ X, ξ ∈ T ∗xX, ‖ξ‖ = 1} <∞,
then the unitary operators eisD satisfy the following finite propagation prop-
erty. The results in this subsection are straightforward generalizations of
their corresponding classical results. We refer the reader to [12, Section 10.3]
for detailed proofs.
In the rest of this subsection, let us fix a closed (not necessarily compact)
subset K ⊂ X. We denote
Zβ = Zβ(K) = {x ∈ X | d(x,K) < 2β}
where d(x,K) is the distance of x from K and β > 0 is some fixed constant.
Proposition 3.4. Let
D : Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V)→ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V)
be a first order essentially self-adjoint differential operator on a complete
Riemannian manifold X. Suppose D has finite propagation speed cD < ∞.
Then for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X,S⊗V) supported within K, we have eisDσ supported
in Zβ(K), for all s with |s| < βc−1D .
Corollary 3.5. Let ϕ be a bounded Borel function on R whose Fourier
transform is supported in (−βc−1D , βc−1D ). If σ ∈ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V) is supported
in K, then ϕ(D)σ is supported in Zβ(K).
Proof. Since
〈ϕ(D)σ, ν〉 = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
〈eisDσ, ν〉ϕ̂(s)ds,
the corollary follows immediately from the proposition above.
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Corollary 3.6. Let D1 and D2 be essentially selfadjoint differential opera-
tors on X which coincide on Zβ(K). Suppose ϕ is a bounded Borel function
on R whose Fourier transform is supported in (−βc−1D , βc−1D ). Then
ϕ(D1)σ = ϕ(D2)σ
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V) supported in K.
3.3 Higher index classes
In this subsection, we construct the higher index class Ind(DV) (with finite
propagation property) of the Dirac operator DV .
Let D = DV . A similar argument as that in Proposition 3.3 shows that
G = D(D2 + ρ2)−1/2
is a generalized Fredholm operator. With respect to the Z2 grading,
G =
(
0 U∗G
UG 0
)
=
(
0 D−(D+D− + ρ2)−1/2
D+(D−D+ + ρ2)−1/2 0
)
.
Then the index of D is
Ind(D) := Ind(UG) ∈ K0(K(HC∗r (Γ))) ∼= K0(C∗r (Γ)).
Such a representative of the index class does not have finite propagation
property in general. In the following discussion, we shall carry out an explicit
construction to remedy this.
Before getting into the details, we would like to point out that one can
also use the operator
F = D(D2 + ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)−1/2
to construct a representative of the index class Ind(D). This requires some
justification, since after all F is not an odd operator with respect to the
Z2-grading. In order to define an index class, we need to take the odd part
of F . If we write
F =
(
A U∗F
UF C
)
,
then its odd part is (
0 U∗F
UF 0
)
.
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One readily verifies that
G− F =
∫ ∞
0
D(D2 + ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε + λ2)−1([D, ρ]ε)(D2 + ρ2 + λ2)−1dλ.
It follows that we can choose an appropriate ρ so that F is sufficiently close
to G. In particular, UF is sufficiently close to UG. Since UG is generalized
Fredholm, it follows that UF is also generalized Fredholm. Moreover,
Ind(D) = Ind(UG) = Ind(UF ).
In fact, the operator
F ′ := (D + ερ)(D2 + ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)−1/2
also produces the same index class for D, since F ′ only differs from F by a
compact operator ερ(D2 + ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)−1/2.
Notice that neither F nor F ′ produces an index class of finite propagation
property yet. In the following, we shall approximate F ′ by an operator of
finite propagation property and use the latter to construct a representative
of the index class Ind(D).
Definition 3.7. A smooth function χ : R→ [−1, 1] is a normalizing function
if
(1) χ(−λ) = −χ(λ) for all λ ∈ R,
(2) χ(λ) > 0 for λ > 0,
(3) χ(λ)→ ±1 as λ→ ±∞.
Since D+ερ is invertible, there exists a normalizing function χ such that{
χ(λ) = 1 for λ ≥ a
χ(λ) = −1 for λ ≤ −a
where a > 0 is a constant such that spec(D + ερ) ∩ (−a, a) = ∅. In fact,
χ(D + ερ) = F ′ = (D + ερ)(D2 + ρ2 + [D, ρ]ε)−1/2.
Lemma 3.8. For any δ > 0, there exists a normalizing function ϕ, for
which its distributional Fourier transform ϕ̂ is compactly supported and for
which ξϕ̂(ξ) is a smooth function, such that
sup
λ∈R
|ϕ(λ) − χ(λ)| < δ.
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Proof. By our explicit choice of χ, we see that χ′ has compact support.
Therefore ξχ̂(ξ) = χ̂′(ξ) is a smooth function.
Let m be a smooth even function on R whose Fourier transform is a
compactly supported smooth function. Moreover, we assume that∫
R
m(λ) dλ = 1.
Definemt(λ) = t
−1m(t−1λ). It is easy to verify that (mt∗χ) is a normalizing
function and its distributional Fourier transform
m̂t ∗ χ = m̂t · χ̂
is compactly supported. Moreover, mt ∗ χ→ χ uniformly as t→ 0, since χ
is uniformly continuous on R. Now let ϕ = mt ∗χ for some sufficiently small
t > 0. Notice that ξϕ̂(ξ) is a smooth function, since both m̂t and ξχ̂(ξ) are
smooth functions. This finishes the proof.
Definition 3.9. Define Fϕ = ϕ(D + ερ).
Since the distributional Fourier transform ϕ̂ of ϕ has compact support,
it follows immediately from Corollary 3.5 that Fϕ has finite propagation
property. More precisely, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose
supp(ϕ̂) ⊂ (−b, b).
Let β = cD · b, where cD is the propagation speed of (D + ερ). Let K be a
closed subset of X and
Zβ = {x ∈ X | d(x,K) < 2β}
where d(x,K) is the distance of x from K. If σ ∈ Γ∞(X,S⊗V) is supported
within K, then ϕ(D + ερ)σ is supported in Zβ.
We denote the odd-grading part of Fϕ by
(
0 U∗
U 0
)
and denote the odd-
grading part of F ′ by
(
0 U∗F ′
UF ′ 0
)
, where F ′ = χ(D+ ερ) = (D+ ερ)(D2+
ρ2+[D, ρ]ε)−1/2. By choosing ϕ sufficiently close to χ, we can make ‖Fϕ−F ′‖
as small as we want. In particular, we can choose ϕ such that U is sufficiently
close to UF ′ .
To summarize, we have constructed an element U such that
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(a) U has finite propagation property;
(b) U is a generalized Fredholm operator;
(c) Ind(DV) = Ind(U).
Recall that, to construct the index class of the element U ∈ B(HC∗r (Γ)), we
choose a element V such that UV − 1 and V U − 1 are in K(HC∗r (Γ)) . Then
the idempotent
W
(
1 0
0 0
)
W−1 =
(
UV + UV (1− UV ) (2 + UV )(1− UV )U
V (1− UV ) (1− UV )2
)
,
is a representative of the index class, where
W =
(
1 U
0 1
)(
1 0
−V 1
)(
1 U
0 1
)(
0 −1
1 0
)
.
However, an arbitrary choice of V cannot guarantee that the resulting idem-
potent p still has finite propagation property. So to remedy this, we choose
V = U∗.
Then clearly
p =
(
UU∗ + UU∗(1− UU∗) (2 + UU∗)(1− UU∗)U
U∗(1− UU∗) (1− UU∗)2
)
has finite propagation property. In general, UU∗ − 1 and U∗U − 1 are not
in K(HC∗r (Γ)). As a result,
p−
(
1 0
0 0
)
/∈ K(HC∗r (Γ)).
This is taken care of by the discussion in Section 2.2, since p is τ -close to
K(HC∗r (Γ)) (in the sense of Definition 2.1) when ϕ is sufficiently close to χ.
Therefore, p defines a K-theory class in K0(K(HC∗r (Γ))). This class coincides
with the index class Ind(DV).
Definition 3.11. We call the idempotent p constructed above an idempotent
of finite propagation of the Dirac operator DV .
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Remark 3.12. To deal with manifolds of dimension n 6= 0 (mod 8) in
the real case, we work with Cℓn-linear Dirac operators, cf. [17, Section
II.7]. Here Cℓn is the standard real Clifford algebra on R
n with eiej +
ejei = −2δij . We recall the definition of Cℓn-linear Dirac operators in the
following. Consider the standard representation ℓ of Spinn on Cℓn given
by left multiplication. Let Pspin(X) be the principal Spinn-bundle of a n-
dimensional spin manifold X, then we define S to be the vector bundle
S = Pspin(X)×ℓ Cℓn.
Now let V be a C∗r (Γ;R)-bundle over X as before. We denote the associated
Dirac operator on S⊗ V by
D : L2(X,S ⊗ V)→ L2(X,S⊗ V).
Notice that the right multiplication of Cℓn on S commutes with ℓ. So we
see that D in fact defines a higher index class
Ind(D) ∈ K̂0(C∗r (Γ;R)⊗̂Cℓn) ∼= K̂n(C∗r (Γ;R)) ∼= Kn(C∗r (Γ;R)).
Here K̂∗ stands for Z2-graded K-theory, ⊗̂ stands for Z2-graded tensor prod-
uct, cf. [14, Chapter III]. Notice that for a trivially graded C∗-algebra A,
we have K̂n(A) ∼= Kn(A).
This approach works equally well for the complex case, in which case
K-theory takes periodicity 2 instead of 8.
Remark 3.13. In fact, there is a more geometric approach in the complex
case. With the same notation as before, we assume X is an odd dimensional
spin manifold. Then R ×XΓ is a (Z × Γ)-cover of S1 ×X, where S1 is the
unit circle. Now define the corresponding C∗r (Z× Γ)-bundle over S1 × Γ by
W = (R ×XΓ)×Z×Γ C∗r (Z× Γ).
Then we have Ind(DW ) ∈ K0(C∗r (Z × Γ)) = K0(C∗r (Γ)) ⊕ K1(C∗r (Γ)). In
fact, Ind(DW) lies in the second summand, that is, Ind(DW ) ∈ K1(C∗r (Γ)).
4 A relative higher index theorem
In this section, we prove one of the main results, a relative higher index
theorem, of the paper .
Let X0 and X1 be two even dimensional
7 spin manifolds with complete
Riemannian metrics of positive scalar curvature towards infinity. Assume
7In the real case, we assume dimX0 = dimX1 ≡ 0 (mod 8).
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that we have compact subspaces Ki ⊂ Xi such that there is an (orientation
preserving) isometry Ψ : Ω0 → Ω1, where Ωi ⊂ Xi − Ki is a union of (not
necessarily all) connected components of Xi − Ki (see Figure 1). Let Si
be the corresponding spinor bundle over Xi. We assume that Ψ lifts to a
bundle isometry Ψ˜ : S0|Ω0 → S1|Ω1 .
Ω0 Ω1
Ψ
X0 X1
Y0 Y1
Figure 1: manifolds X0 and X1
Let (Xi)Γ be a Γ-cover of Xi, where Γ is a discrete group. Denote by
πi : (Xi)Γ → Xi
the corresponding covering map. We assume that Ψ lifts to an isometry of
the covers, also denoted by Ψ˜ , i.e. the following diagram commutes.
π−10 (Ω0)
Ψ˜
//
π0

π−11 (Ω1)
π1

Ω0
Ψ
// Ω1
Define a flat C∗r (Γ)-bundle Vi on Xi by
Vi = (Xi)Γ ×Γ C∗r (Γ).
Then Ψ˜ induces a bundle isometry from V0|Ω0 to V1|Ω1 , which we still denote
by Ψ˜ . Notice that Ψ˜ : V0|Ω0 → V0|Ω1 covers the isometry Ψ : Ω0 → Ω1, that
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Ω0 Ω1
Ψ
N={0}×N N={0}×N
X0 X1
Y0 Y1
Figure 2: stretched manifolds X0 and X1
is, the following diagram commutes.
V0|Ω0 Ψ˜ //

V1|Ω1

Ω0
Ψ
// Ω1
Let Di = DVi be the associated Dirac operator on Xi, i = 0, 1. Then we
have
D1 = Ψ˜ ◦D0 ◦ Ψ˜−1
on Ω1. We say D0 and D1 agree on Ω = Ω0 ∼= Ω1.
Let N be a compact hypersurface in Ω ∼= Ωi such that N cuts Xi into two
components. We separate off the component that is inside Ωi and denote
the remaining part of Xi by Yi (see Figure 1). Note that a deformation
of the metric in a compact subset of a manifold does not affect the scalar
curvature towards infinity, neither does it change the K-theory class of the
higher index of the associated Dirac operator. So without loss of generality,
we can assume Yi has product metric in a small neighborhood of N .
In fact, in order to make use of the finite propagation property of our
higher index classes, we further deform the metric near a collar neighborhood
(−δ, δ) ×N of N so that (−δ, δ) ×N becomes (−ℓ, ℓ)×N for ℓ sufficiently
large. Here we assume the standard Euclidean metric along the interval
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(−ℓ, ℓ). Now N = {0} × N cuts Xi into two components. We separate off
the component that is inside Ωi and denote the remaining part of Xi by
Yi ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] ×N) (see Figure 2).
Remark 4.1. Recall that our choice of the normalizing function χ (Section
3.3) depends on the lower bound of DV + ερ. We claim that the stretching
performed above does not affect the choice of χ. Indeed, since the stretching
does not change the scalar curvature on the cylindrical neighborhood of N ,
it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that the same lower bound works for
the operator DV + ερ before and after the stretching.
Y0
−Y1
Figure 3: manifold X2
Now we can glue Y0 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] × N) and Y1 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] × N) along N =
{0} × N . To do this, we need to reverse the orientation of one of the
manifolds, say, Y1 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] × N). We denote the resulting manifold from
this gluing byX2 (see Figure 3). The spinor bundles S0 over Y0∪((−ℓ, 0]×N)
and S1 over Y1∪((−ℓ, 0]×N) are glued together by the Clifford multiplication
c(v) to give a spinor bundle over X2, where v =
d
du is the inward unit normal
vector near the boundary of Y0∪ ((−ℓ, 0]×N). Moreover, the bundles V0|Y0
and V1|Y1 are glued together by Ψ˜ (near the boundary) to define a flat bundle
V2 on X2. Let D2 = DV2 be the associated Dirac operator on X2.
Similarly, we can use two copies of Y1 to construct a double of Y1. We
define the manifold (see Figure 4)
X3 = (Y1 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] ×N))
⋃
{0}×N
−(Y1 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0]×N))
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and denote its associated Dirac operator by D3 = DV3 .
Y1
−Y1
Figure 4: manifold X3
We have the following relative higher index theorem.
Theorem 4.2.
Ind(D2) = Ind(D0)− Ind(D1)
in K0(C
∗
r (Γ)).
Remark 4.3. If dimX = n, then we have
Ind(D2) = Ind(D0)− Ind(D1)
in Kn(C
∗
r (Γ)) (resp. Kn(C
∗
r (Γ;R)) in the real case), cf. Remark 3.12.
Before we prove the theorem, let us fix some notation. Let p be an
idempotent of finite propagation (in the sense of Definition 3.11) for D0 and
q an idempotent of finite propagation for D1. Since p and q have finite
propagation property and the cylinder (−ℓ, ℓ)×N is sufficiently long (that
is, ℓ is sufficiently large), we have
p(σ) = u∗qu(σ)
for all σ ∈ L2(X0\(Y0 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] ×N)),S0 ⊗ V0), where
u : L2(X0\(Y0∪((−ℓ, 0]×N)),S0⊗V0)→ L2(X1\(Y1∪((−ℓ, 0]×N)),S1⊗V1)
is the unitary operator induced by the isometry Ψ˜ : S0⊗V0|Ω0 → S0⊗V1|Ω1 .
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Definition 4.4. Define the following Hilbert modules over C∗r (Γ):
H1 = L2(Y0 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] ×N),S0 ⊗ V0),
H2 = L2([0, ℓ] ×N,S0 ⊗ V0),
H3 = L2(X0\(Y0 ∪ ((−ℓ, ℓ]×N)),S0 ⊗ V0),
H4 = L2(Y1 ∪ ((−ℓ, 0] ×N),S1 ⊗ V1).
Notice that
L2(X0,S0 × V0) = H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3
and
L2(X1,S1 × V1) = u(H2)⊕ u(H3)⊕H4.
Let us denote
H˜C∗r (Γ) = H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3 ⊕H4.
By finite propagation property of p and q, we have
p =

p11 p12 0 0
p21 p22 p23 0
0 P32 p33 0
0 0 0 0
 and q =

0 0 0 0
0 q22 q23 q24
0 q32 q33 0
0 q42 0 q44

in B(H˜C∗r (Γ)). Here B(H˜C∗r (Γ)) is the space of all adjointable operators in
the Hilbert module H˜C∗r (Γ).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Denote
e1 =
(
1 0
0 0
)
∈ B(H1) and e4 =
(
1 0
0 0
)
∈ B(H4),
where the matrix form is used to denote the Z2-grading of H2 and H3.
Define
p˜ =

p11 p12 0 0
p21 p22 p23 0
0 P32 p33 0
0 0 0 e4
 and q˜ =

e1 0 0 0
0 q22 q23 q24
0 q32 q33 0
0 q42 0 q44

Notice that p˜− q˜ is τ -close to K(H˜C∗r (Γ)) (in the sense of Definition 2.1). By
applying the difference construction (cf. Section 2.3) to (p˜, q˜), we obtain
Ind(D0)− Ind(D1) = E(p˜, q˜) ∈ K0(K(H˜C∗r (Γ))) ∼= K0(C∗r (Γ)).
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We point out that, due to the presence of the term p˜− q˜ in all the nonzero
entries in E0(p˜, q˜) (cf. Formula (1) in Section 2.3), a straightforward calcu-
lation shows that the entries p23, p32 and p33 (resp. q23, q32 and q33) in the
matrix p˜ (resp. q˜) do not appear in E0(p˜, q˜). In other words, the summand
H3 “disappears” when we pass to E0(p˜, q˜).
Let p1 (resp. q1) be an idempotent of finite propagation for D2 (resp.
D3). Similarly, define p˜1 and q˜1 as above, but in the Hilbert module
H˜′C∗r (Γ) = H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H
′
3 ⊕H4
where H′3 = L2(−Y1,S1 ⊗ V1). Note that
L2(X2,S0 × V0) = H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H′3 and L2(X3,S0 × V0) = H2 ⊕H′3 ⊕H4.
Then the difference construction gives
Ind(D2)− Ind(D3) = E(p˜1, q˜1) ∈ K0(K(H˜C∗r (Γ))) ∼= K0(C∗r (Γ)).
Similarly, we see that the summand H′3 “disappears” when we pass to
E0(p˜1, q˜1). In fact, we have E0(p˜1, q˜1) = E0(p˜, q˜) as matrices of operators in
B(H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H4). Therefore, we have
Ind(D2)− Ind(D3) = Ind(D0)− Ind(D1).
Now since D3 is the associated Dirac operator over a double, it follows from
Theorem 5.1 below that Ind(D3) = 0. This finishes the proof.
5 Invertible Doubles
In this section, we carry out an invertible double construction (Theorem
5.1) for manifolds with (real or complex) C∗-vector bundles. This gener-
alizes the invertible double construction for manifolds with classical vector
bundles (i.e. C-vector bundles or R-vector bundles), cf. [7, Chapter 9]. For
simplicity, we only state and prove the results for the complex case. The
real case is proved by exactly the same argument.
Let Y1 be an even dimensional complete manifold with boundary N ,
where N is a closed manifold. Assume that the Riemannian metric on Y1
has positive scalar curvature towards infinity. Denote by S1 a Clifford bundle
over Y1. Let V be a A-bundle over Y1, where A is a C∗-algebra. Assume
all metrics have product structures near the boundary. We denote a copy of
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Y1 with the reversed orientation by Y2 = −Y1 and denote the corresponding
Clifford bundle by S2. We glue Y1 and Y2 along a tubular neighborhood
of the boundary to obtain a double Y˜ of Y1. Now the bundles S1 ⊗ V and
S2 ⊗ V are glued together by the Clifford multiplication c(v), where v = ddu
is the inward unit normal vector near the boundary of Y1. We denote the
resulting bundle on Y˜ by S˜ ⊗ V˜. Note that
S˜± = S±1 ∪c(v) S∓2 .
In particular, a section of S˜+ ⊗ V˜ can be identified with a pair (s1, s2) such
that s1 is a section of S+1 ⊗V, s2 is a section of S−2 ⊗V and near the boundary
s2 = c(v)s1.
Denote the Dirac operator over Yi by
D±i : Γ(Yi,S±i ⊗ V)→ Γ(Yi,S∓i ⊗ V).
Then the Dirac operator D˜ on Y˜ is identified with
D˜±(s1, s2) = (D
±
1 s1,D
∓
2 s2).
Theorem 5.1. The operator D˜ is bounded below, i.e., there exists a constant
C such that
‖σ‖ ≤ C‖D˜σ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S˜ ⊗ V). In particular, the higher index class Ind(D˜) is
zero.
Proof. Since each σ ∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S˜+ ⊗ V˜) can be identified with a pair (σ1, σ2)
such that σ1 is a section of S
+
1 ⊗ V, σ2 is a section of S−2 ⊗ V and near the
boundary
σ2 = c(v)σ1.
Therefore, by divergence theorem, we have∫
Y1
〈D+σ1, σ2〉 −
∫
Y1
〈σ1,D−σ2〉 = −
∫
∂Y1
〈c(v)σ1, σ2〉 =
∫
N
〈σ1, σ1〉. (2)
It follows that there exists k1 > 0 such that
‖σ|N‖2 =
∫
N
〈σ1, σ1〉 ≤ k1‖D˜+σ‖‖σ‖
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Similarly, we have ‖σ|N‖2 ≤ k2‖D˜−σ‖‖σ‖ for all σ ∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S˜−⊗V˜). There-
fore, there exist a constant K0 such that
‖σ|N‖2 ≤ K0‖D˜σ‖‖σ‖ (3)
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S˜ ⊗ V˜).
Let Ω = (−δ, δ)×N be a small tubular neighborhood of N in Y˜ . Denote
by Nu = {u} ×N for u ∈ (δ, δ). On the cylinder (−δ, δ) ×N , we have
D˜ = c(u)(
d
du
+A)
where c(u) is the Clifford multiplication of the normal direction ddu and A
is the Dirac operator on N . So we have a situation which is a special case
of Lemma 5.11 below. It follows immediately from Lemma 5.11 that there
exists a constant K1 such that
‖σ|Ω‖2 ≤ K1
(
‖(D˜σ)|Ω‖2 + ‖σ|N‖2
)
for all σ ∈∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S˜ ⊗ V˜). Combined with the inequality (3), this implies
that
‖σ|Ω‖2 ≤ K2(‖D˜σ‖2 + ‖D˜σ‖‖σ‖).
Now by the technical estimate (or rather its corollary 5.9) below, we have
‖σ‖ ≤ C1‖σ|Ω‖+ C2‖D˜σ‖, or equivalently,
‖σ‖2 ≤ C ′1‖σ|Ω‖2 + C ′2‖D˜σ‖2.
Therefore there exists a constant C0 > 0 such that
‖σ‖2 ≤ C0(‖D˜σ‖‖σ‖ + ‖D˜σ‖2)
i.e.
‖D˜σ‖
‖σ‖ +
(
‖D˜σ‖
‖σ‖
)2
≥ 1
C0
for all nonzero σ ∈ Γ∞(Y˜ , S ⊗ V). So infσ 6=0 ‖D˜σ‖‖σ‖ > 0. This finishes the
proof.
Remark 5.2. The above proof works for all dimensions, with obvious mod-
ifications by using Cℓn-linear Dirac operators as in Remark 3.12.
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Remark 5.3. We point out that there is a natural (orientation reversing)
reflection on the double Y˜ . The reflection commutes with the Dirac operator
D˜ on Y˜ . Using this, one sees that twice of the higher index class of D˜ is
zero, that is, 2 Ind(D˜) = 0 (for both the real and the complex cases).
Remark 5.4. We emphasize that the above proof works for both the real
and the complex cases.
Remark 5.5. In the complex case, there is in fact a simpler way to show
that Ind(D˜) = 0. We thank Ulrich Bunke for pointing this out to us. We
provide the argument in the following. Note that however this argument does
not work in the real case. Let Y˜ be as above (of even dimension). Denote
the grading operator on S˜ by ε and the reflection on Y˜ (and its induced
action on S˜ ⊗ V˜) by J . Define E = iJε. Notice that J anticommutes with
ε and commutes with D˜. So E2 = 1 and ED˜ + D˜E = 0. Then, since
(D˜ + tE)2 = D˜2 + t2 is invertible when t ∈ (0, 1], we see that D˜ + tE
is invertible for all t ∈ (0, 1]. Therefore, Ind(D˜) = Ind(D˜ + tE) = 0 by
homotopy invariance of the index map.
5.1 A technical theorem
In this subsection, we prove the technical estimate that was used in the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
First let us consider the case of compact manifolds. Let X be a compact
Riemannian manifold and S a Cℓ(TX)-bundle with Cℓ(TX)-compatible con-
nection. Let A be a C∗-algebra and let V be a A-bundle over X. Denote by
D the associated generalized Dirac operator
D : Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V)→ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V).
Denote by d(·, ·) the Riemannian distance on X. Then for λ > 0, we define
Ωλ = {x ∈ X | d(x,Ω) < λ}
for any open subset Ω of X. In the following, 〈 , 〉 stands for the A-valued
Hermitian product on V and ‖ · ‖ denotes the L2-norm on L2(X;S ⊗ V),
unless otherwise specified.
Theorem 5.6. With the above notation, fix an open subset Ω of X. Then
there are constants C1 and C2 such that
‖σ‖ ≤ C1‖σ|Ω‖+ C2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V). Here σ|Ω is the restriction of σ to Ω.
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Proof. We reduce the theorem to the following claim.
Claim 5.7. There exists a constant λ > 0 such that for any open subset
Ω ⊂ X, there exist constants KΩ,1 and KΩ,2 such that
‖σ|Ωλ‖ ≤ KΩ,1‖σ|Ω‖+KΩ,2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V).
Indeed, let λ be the constant from the claim. Denote Ω1 = Ω
λ, then
there are constants k1 and k2 such that
‖σ|Ω1‖ ≤ k1‖σ|Ω‖+ k2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V). Similarly, let Ω2 = Ωλ1 , then there are constants
k3 and k4 such that
‖σ|Ω2‖ ≤ k3‖σ|Ω1‖+ k4‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V).
It follows immediately that
‖σ|Ω2‖ ≤ k3‖σ|Ω1‖+ k4‖Dσ‖
≤ k4‖Dσ‖+ k3 (k1‖σ|Ω‖+ k2‖Dσ‖)
= k1k3‖σ|Ω‖+ (k4 + k2k3)‖Dσ‖
Inductively, we define Ωk+1 = Ω
λ
k . Since X is compact, there exists an
integer n such that Ωn = X. The theorem follows by a finite induction.
Remark 5.8. The constant λ is independent of the choice of Ω, although
the constants KΩ,1, KΩ,2 and KΩ,3 may depend on Ω,.
Now we shall generalize the above theorem to the case of complete man-
ifolds with positive scalar curvature towards infinity.
Corollary 5.9. Let X be a spin manifold with a complete Riemannian
metric of positive scalar curvature towards infinity. Suppose Ω is an open
subset of X with compact closure. Then there are constants C1 and C2 such
that
‖σ‖ ≤ C1‖σ|Ω‖+ C2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V).
Proof. Since X has positive scalar curvature towards infinity, there exists
an precompact open subset Σ ⊂ X such that
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(1) Ω ⊂ Σ,
(2) the scalar curvature κ ≥ c0 > 0 on X − Σ.
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that there exists
a constant c such that
‖Dσ‖ ≥ ‖(Dσ)|X−Σ‖ ≥ c‖σ|X−Σ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V). Now since the closure of Σ is compact, it follows
from Theorem 5.6 that
‖σ|Σ‖ ≤ c1‖σ|Ω‖+ c2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V). Therefore we have
‖σ‖ ≤ ‖σ|X−Σ‖+ ‖σ|Σ‖ ≤ C1‖σ|Ω‖+ C2‖Dσ‖.
5.2 Proof of Claim 5.7
In this subsection, we prove the claim in the proof of Theorem 5.6. Our
argument is inspired by the proof of [7, Theorem 8.2].
With the same notation from the previous subsection, let x0 ∈ ∂Ω.
Choose r0 > 0 sufficiently small and p ∈ Ω at a distance r0 from x0 such
that the ball B(p0; r0) with center at p0 and radius r0 is contained in Ω.
Choose spherical coordinates in a small neighborhood of p0. Denote the ball
with center at p0 and radius r by B(p0; r). See Figure 5 below.
Let B = B(p0; r0) and ∂B its boundary. We define an A-valued inner
product
〈〈σ, η〉〉s =
∫
B
〈(1 + ∆)sσ(x), η(x)〉dx
for all σ, η ∈ Hs(B,S ⊗ V) (resp. for all σ, η ∈ Hs(∂B,S ⊗ V)) , where ∆ is
the Laplacian operator on B (resp. ∂B).
Lemma 5.10. For k ≥ 1, we have
〈〈σ|∂B , σ|∂B〉〉k−1/2 ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉k
for all σ ∈ Hk(B,S ⊗ V).
Proof. See Appendix A.
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Figure 5: local spherical coordinates
The following lemma is a generalization of [7, Lemma 8.6]. In particular,
our argument follows closely the proof of [7, Lemma 8.6].
Lemma 5.11. For R > 0 sufficiently large and T > 0 sufficiently small, we
have
R
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈σ(u, y), σ(u, y)〉dydu
≤ C
(∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu +RTeRT 2
∫
S0
〈σ, σ〉 dy
)
(4)
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V), where Su is the sphere centered at p0 with radius
r0 + u.
Proof. In order to simplify the computation, let us consider a few technical
points. In the annulus [0, T ] × S0, the Dirac operator D takes the form
D = c(u)(
∂
∂u
+Au)
where c(u) is the Clifford multiplication of the radial vector. It is easy to see
that we may consider the operator ∂∂u + Au instead of D. We may further
deform the Riemannian metric of the manifold and the Hermitian metrics
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of the bundles on [0, T ] × S0 such that they do not depend on the radial
direction u, but keep the operator D fixed. Then it suffices to prove the
lemma under this new metric. The only inconvenience is that in general Au
is not a self-adjoint operator with respect to the new structures. This is
taken care of by considering its self-adjoint part
A+ = (Au)+ =
1
2
(Au +A
∗
u).
Notice that (Au)+ is an elliptic differential operator for each u, as long
as T is sufficiently small. A priori, the choice of T may depend on the
neighborhood B(p0, r0). However, since X is compact, we can choose T > 0
to be independent of B(p0, r0).
Consider ν = eR(T−u)
2/2σ. Then the inequality (4) becomes
R
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈ν(u, y), ν(u, y)〉dydu
≤ C
(∫∫
〈(D +R(T − u))ν, (D +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu+RT
∫
S0
〈ν, ν〉 dy
)
(5)
Decompose ∂∂u +A+R(T − u) into its symmetric part A+ +R(T − u) and
its anti-symmetric part ∂∂u +A− with
A− = (Au)− =
1
2
(Au −A∗u).
Then∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈(D +R(T − u))ν, (D +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu
=
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈
∂ν
∂u
+Aν +R(T − u)ν, ∂ν
∂u
+Aν +R(T − u)ν
〉
dydu
=
∫∫ 〈
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν,
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν
〉
dydu
+
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉dydu
+
∫∫ 〈
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν, A+ν +R(T − u)ν
〉
dydu
+
∫∫ 〈
A+ν +R(T − u)ν, ∂ν
∂u
+A−ν
〉
dydu (6)
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Let us consider the last two terms of (6). By integration by parts, we
have∫∫ 〈
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν, A+ν +R(T − u)ν
〉
dydu
+
∫∫ 〈
A+ν +R(T − u)ν, ∂ν
∂u
+A−ν
〉
dydu
=
∫∫ 〈
∂ν
∂u
, A+ν +R(T − u)ν
〉
dydu
+
∫∫ 〈
A+ν +R(T − u)ν, ∂ν
∂u
〉
dydu
+
∫∫
〈A−ν, A+ν〉 dydu+
∫∫
〈A+ν, A−ν〉 dydu
=
∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν +RTν〉 dy
−
∫∫ 〈
ν,
(
∂
∂u
(A+ν +R(T − u))
)
ν
〉
dydu
+
∫∫ 〈
ν, (A+ +R(T − u))∂ν
∂u
〉
dydu+
∫∫
〈ν, [A+, A−]ν〉 dydu
=
∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν +RTν〉 dy
+
∫∫ 〈
ν, −∂A+
∂u
ν +Rν
〉
dydu+
∫∫
〈ν, [A+, A−]ν〉 dydu
=
∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −RT
∫
S0
〈ν, ν〉 dy
+R
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dy du+
∫∫ 〈
ν, −∂A+
∂u
ν + [A+, A−]ν
〉
dydu. (7)
Now we prove the lemma in three steps.
Step One: We shall prove that
±
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
ν, −∂A+
∂u
ν + [A+, A−]ν
〉
dydu
≤ k
(
R
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu
+
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉dydu
)
(8)
for some constant 0 < k < 1.
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Notice that a∗b + b∗a ≤ λa∗a + 1λb∗b for all a, b ∈ A and for all λ > 0.
Moreover, since the operators (Au)+ are first order elliptic operators, we
have the following A-valued G˚arding’s inequality (cf. Lemma A.2):
〈〈f, f〉〉1 ≤ c〈〈f, f〉〉0 + c〈〈(Au)+f, (Au)+f〉〉0
for all f ∈ Γ∞(Su,S ⊗ V). Therefore, we have
2
∫∫ 〈
ν, −∂A+
∂u
ν + [A+, A−]ν
〉
dydu
≤ λ
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu
+
1
λ
∫∫ 〈
(−∂A+
∂u
+ [A+, A−])ν, (−∂A+
∂u
+ [A+, A−])ν
〉
dydu
≤ λ
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu+ c1
λ
∫
〈〈ν, ν〉〉1du
≤ λ
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu+ c1c
λ
∫
〈〈ν, ν〉〉0 + 〈〈A+ν,A+ν〉〉0 du
= λ
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu+ c1c
λ
(∫∫
〈ν, ν〉 dydu+
∫∫
〈A+ν,A+ν〉 dydu
)
≤
(
λ+
c1c
λ
)∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu+ 2c1c
λ
∫∫
〈R(T − u)ν,R(T − u)ν〉 dydu
+
2c1c
λ
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu
≤
(
λ+
c1c
λ
(2R2T 2 + 1)
) ∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu
+
2c1c
λ
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu.
Choose λ = R, then∫∫ 〈
ν, −∂A+
∂u
ν + [A+, A−]ν
〉
dydu
≤ R
(
1
2
+ c1cT
2 +
c1c
2R2
)∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dydu
+
c1c
R
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu.
This proves (8) for R sufficiently large and T sufficiently small. Note that
the constants c1 and c depend on the local spherical coordinate chart. Since
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the manifold X is compact, we see that c1 and c are uniformly bounded on
X. Therefore the choice of the constant T can be made independent of the
local neighborhood B(p0, r0).
Step Two. Now let us consider the term∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy.
Recall that ν = eR(T−u)
2/2σ. In particular, ν = σ on ST . It follows that∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy
=
∫
ST
〈σ, A+σ〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈σ, A+σ〉 dy
=
∫ T
0
∫
Su
∂
∂u
〈σ, A+σ〉 dydu
=
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
∂σ
∂u
, A+σ
〉
dydu+
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
σ,
∂A+
∂u
σ
〉
dydu
+
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
σ, A+
∂σ
∂u
〉
dydu.
Since A+ is self-adjoint, we have∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
σ, A+
∂σ
∂u
〉
dydu =
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
A+σ,
∂σ
∂u
〉
dydu.
By Lemma A.1 and Lemma A.2, we see that∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
∂σ
∂u
, A+σ
〉
dydu+
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
A+σ,
∂σ
∂u
〉
dydu
≤
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
∂σ
∂u
,
∂σ
∂u
〉
dydu+
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈A+σ, A+σ〉 dydu
≤ K0
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu +K0
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu.
Similarly, we have∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈
σ,
∂A+
∂u
σ
〉
dydu
≤ K1
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu +K1
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu.
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It follows that∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy
≤ K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu +K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu.
In fact, the same argument shows that
±
(∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy
)
≤ K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu +K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu. (9)
Step Three. Combining (6), (7) and (8) together, we have∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈(D +R(T − u))ν, (D +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu
≥
∫∫ 〈
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν,
∂ν
∂u
+A−ν
〉
dydu
+ (1− k)
∫∫
〈(A+ +R(T − u))ν, (A+ +R(T − u))ν〉dydu
+ (1− k)R
∫∫
〈ν, ν〉dy du−RT
∫
S0
〈ν, ν〉 dy
+
∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy. (10)
It follows that
(1− k)R
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈ν, ν〉dydu
≤
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈(D +R(T − u))ν, (D +R(T − u))ν〉 dydu
+RT
∫
S0
〈ν, ν〉 dy +
∫
S0
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy −
∫
ST
〈ν, A+ν〉 dy.
Recall that ν = eR(T−u)
2/2σ. By applying (9) to the above inequality, we
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have
(1− k)R
∫ T
0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈σ, σ〉dydu
≤
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2 〈Dσ,Dσ〉 dydu+RTeRT 2
∫
S0
〈σ, σ〉 dy
+K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu +K
∫ T
0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu.
It follows immediately that
[(1 − k)R−K]
∫ T
0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈σ, σ〉dydu
≤ (1 +K)
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2 〈Dσ,Dσ〉 dydu+RTeRT 2
∫
S0
〈σ, σ〉 dy.
The proof is finished by choosing R sufficiently large.
Now we use the above lemmas to prove Claim 5.7.
Proof of Claim 5.7. Recall that T in Lemma 5.11 can be chosen inde-
pendent of the local small neighborhoods. Now since the boundary of Ω is
compact, then for all sufficiently small λ, we have
Ωλ ⊂ Ω ∪
N⋃
i=0
B (pi; ri + T )
for some N ∈ N. Therefore, it suffices to show that we have constants C1
and C2 such that
‖σ|Ω′‖ ≤ C1‖σ|Ω‖+ C2‖Dσ‖
for all σ ∈ Γ∞(X;S ⊗ V), where Ω′ = Ω ∪B(p0; r0 + T ).
By Lemma 5.11, we have∫
Ω′
〈σ, σ〉dg ≤
∫
Ω
〈σ, σ〉dg +
∫
B(p0; r0+T )
〈σ, σ〉dg
=
∫
Ω
〈σ, σ〉dg +
∫
B(p0;r0)
〈σ, σ〉dg +
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈σ, σ〉dydu
≤ 2
∫
Ω
〈σ, σ〉dg +
∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈σ, σ〉dydu
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≤ 2
∫
Ω
〈σ, σ〉dg
+
C
R
(∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
eR(T−u)
2〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu +RTeRT 2
∫
S0
〈σ, σ〉 dy
)
≤ 2
∫
Ω
〈σ, σ〉dg + Ce
RT 2
R
(∫ T
u=0
∫
Su
〈Dσ,Dσ〉dydu +RT
∫
S0
〈σ, σ〉 dy
)
for R sufficiently large. Here dg stands for the volume form on X. Now by
Lemma 5.10, it follows that
‖σ|Ω′‖2 ≤ K1‖σ|Ω‖2 +K2‖Dσ‖2
for some constants K1 and K2. This finishes the proof.
6 Diffeomorphisms and positive scalar curvature
In this section, we apply our relative higher index theorem to study R+(M)
the space of all metrics of positive scalar curvature on a manifold M . All
the results and their proofs in this section work for both the real and the
complex cases. For simplicity, we only state and prove the results for the
complex case.
Throughout this section, we assume that M is an odd dimensional8
closed spin manifold and MΓ an Γ-cover of M , where Γ is a discrete group.
Assume M carries positive scalar curvature, i.e. R+(M) 6= ∅. Choose
g0, g1 ∈ R+(M). We define a smooth path of Riemannian metrics gt on M
such that
gt =

g0 for t ≤ 0,
g1 for t ≥ 1,
any smooth homotopy from g0 to g1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
ThenX =M×R endowed with the metric h = gt+(dt)2 becomes a complete
Riemannian manifold with positive scalar curvature towards infinity.
Denote XΓ = MΓ × R. Then XΓ is naturally a Γ-cover of X with Γ
acting on R trivially. We define a flat C∗r (Γ)-bundle V on X by
V = XΓ ×Γ C∗r (Γ).
8In the real case, assume that dimM = −1 (mod 8).
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Let S = S+⊕S− the spinor bundle over X. Then, with the flat connection
on V, we can define the Dirac operator
DV : Γ
∞(X,S ⊗ V)→ Γ∞(X,S ⊗ V). (11)
By the discussion in Section 3, we have a higher index class Ind(DV) ∈
K0(C
∗
r (Γ)). We also write Ind(DV) = IndΓ(g0, g1) if we want to specify the
metrics.
Open Question. It remains an open question whether IndΓ(g0, g1) lies in
the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
We refer the reader to [3] and [4] for a detailed description of the Baum-
Connes assembly map ([5] for its real analogue).
Now let g0, g1, g2 ∈ R+(M) be Riemannian metrics of positive scalar
curvature on M . The following propositions generalize the corresponding
classical results of Gromov and Lawson [11, Theorem 4.41 & Theorem 4.48].
Proposition 6.1.
IndΓ(g0, g1) + IndΓ(g1, g2) = IndΓ(g0, g2).
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the relative higher index
theorem (Theorem 4.2).
Denote by Diff∞(M) the group of diffeomorphisms on M . For a fixed
metric g ∈ R+(M), set
IndΓ(Ψ) = IndΓ(g, (Ψ
−1)∗g)
for Ψ ∈ Diff∞(M).
Recall that in the case when Γ = π1(M) the fundamental group of M ,
there is a natural homomorphism
ϕ : MCG(M) = Diff∞(M)/Diff∞0 (M)→ Out(Γ)
where Out(Γ) is the group of outer automorphisms of Γ and Diff∞0 (M) is
the connected component of the identity in Diff∞(M). In particular, each
Ψ ∈ Diff∞(M) induces an automorphism Ψ∗ : K0(C∗r (Γ))→ K0(C∗r (Γ)). We
denote by K0(C
∗
r (Γ)) ⋊ϕ MCG(M) the semi-direct product of K0(C
∗
r (Γ))
and MCG(M), where MCG(M) acts on K0(C
∗
r (Γ)) through ϕ.
Proposition 6.2. For Γ = π1(M), we have a group homomorphism
IndΓ : Diff
∞(M)/Diff∞0 (M)→ K0(C∗r (Γ))⋊ϕ MCG(M).
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Proof. Note that
Ψ∗[IndΓ(g0, g1)] = IndΓ((Ψ
−1)∗g0, (Ψ
−1)∗g1)
for all Ψ ∈ Diff∞(M). It follows that
IndΓ(Ψ1 ◦ Ψ2) = IndΓ(g, (Ψ−11 )∗ ◦ (Ψ−12 )∗g)
= IndΓ(g, (Ψ
−1
1 )
∗g) + IndΓ((Ψ
−1
1 )
∗g, (Ψ−11 )
∗ ◦ (Ψ−12 )∗g)
= IndΓ(g, (Ψ
−1
1 )
∗g) + Ψ∗[IndΓ(g, (Ψ
−1
2 )
∗g)].
Clearly, the map IndΓ is trivial on Diff
∞
0 (M). Hence follows the lemma.
6.1 Applications
For the rest of the section, we fix a Riemannian metric g0 ∈ R+(M) and fix
a spin structure on M . Let Ψ ∈ Diff∞(M). Assume that Ψ preserves the
orientation of M and the spin structure on M . Let g1 = (Ψ
−1)∗g0.
From now on, let Γ = π1(M). Consider the mapping cylinder MΨ =
(M× [0, 1])/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation (x, 0) ∼ (Ψ(x), 1) for x ∈
M . NowMΓ = M˜ is the universal cover ofM . Note that Ψ induces an outer
automorphism Ψ∗ ∈ Out(Γ). More precisely, Ψ∗ : Γ→ Γ is only well defined
modulo inner automorphisms. In the following, we fix a representative in
the class of this outer automorphism. We shall see that our results below,
which are stated at the level of K-theory, do not depend on such a choice.
Let Γ ⋊Ψ Z be the semi-direct product with the action Z on Γ induced
by Ψ . We shall simply write Γ ⋊ Z for Γ ⋊Ψ Z if no ambiguity arises. We
see that MΓ × R is a (Γ⋊ Z)-cover of MΨ .
Consider the natural inclusion ι : Γ →֒ Γ ⋊ Z. We denote the induced
inclusion map on C∗-algebras also by ι : C∗r (Γ)→ C∗r (Γ⋊Z). Then we have
a homomorphism
ι∗ : K0(C
∗
r (Γ))→ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)).
Note that an inner automorphism of Γ induces an inner automorphism of
C∗r (Γ⋊Z), hence its induced automorphism on K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊Z)) is the identity
map. It follows that ι∗ is independent of the choice of the representative for
the outer automorphism class Ψ∗ ∈ Out(Γ).
Before we prove the main result of this section, let us fix some notation.
Let gt be a smooth path of Riemannian metrics on M such that
gt =

g0 for t ≤ 0,
g1 = (Ψ
−1)∗g0 for t ≥ 1,
any smooth homotopy from g0 to g1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
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We consider the following list of Dirac operators and their index classes.
(a) For the manifold X =M×R with the Riemannian metric h = gt+(dt)2,
we denote byDV its Dirac operator with coefficients in V = XΓ×ΓC∗r (Γ).
(b) We denote the same manifold M × R but with the metric (Ψ−n)∗h by
Xn. Let Vn = V be the corresponding flat C∗r (Γ)-bundle over Xn. Then
Z acts isometrically on the disjoint union XZ =
⋃
n∈ZXn by
n 7→ Ψn : Xk → Xk+n.
The action of Z actually lifts to an action on VZ =
⋃
n∈Z Vn. Equiva-
lently, we consider the following flat C∗r (Γ⋊Z)-bundle over X:
W = VZ ×Z C∗r (Z).
With the metric h on X, we denote by D0 = DW the associated Dirac
operator on X with coefficients in W. Then
ι∗(Ind(DV)) = Ind(D0)
in K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z)).
(c) We denote the manifold M × R but with the product metric g0 + (dt)2
by X ′. Then the same construction from (b) produces a Dirac operator
D1 = DW ′ on X
′. Since X ′ can be viewed as a double, it follows
from Theorem 5.1 that Ind(D1) = 0 in K0(C
∗
r (Γ ⋊ Z)). In fact, one
can directly show that Ind(D1) = 0 without referring to Theorem 5.1.
Indeed, since g0 has positive scalar curvature, g0+(dt)
2 also has positive
scalar curvature everywhere on X ′. This immediately implies that D1
is bounded below. Therefore Ind(D1) = 0.
(d) Let SΨ be the spinor bundle over the mapping cylinder MΨ . Define a
flat C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)-bundle over MΨ by
WΨ = (MΓ × R)×Γ⋊Z C∗r (Γ⋊ Z).
We denote the associated Dirac operator byD2 = DWΨ . Note that, since
MΨ is closed, Ind(D2) does not depend on which Riemannian metric we
have on MΨ . Equivalently, we view MΓ × R as a Γ ⋊ Z-cover of MΨ .
Then the Dirac operator DΓ⋊Z on MΓ × R defines a higher index class
Ind(DΓ⋊Z) in K0(C
∗
r (Γ ⋊ Z)) (cf. [9, Section 5]). By construction, we
have Ind(D2) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z).
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Recall that we write Ind(DV) = IndΓ(Ψ). The following theorem pro-
vides a formula in many cases to determine when ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) is nonvanishing
(e.g. when the strong Novikov conjecture holds for Γ⋊ Z).
Theorem 6.3. With the above notation, we have
ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z)
in K0(C
∗
r (Γ ⋊ Z)). In particular, this implies that ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) lies in the
image of the Baum-Connes assembly map
µ : KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ⋊ Z))→ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)).
Remark 6.4. If m = dimM 6= −1 (mod 8) in the real case (resp. if m is
even in the complex case), we consider the Cℓn-linear Dirac operator as in
Remark 3.12. The same proof below implies that ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z)
in Km+1(C
∗
r (Γ⋊Z;R)) (resp. K1(C
∗
r (Γ⋊Z))). Again, in the complex case,
one can in fact apply the above theorem to S1×M to cover the case of even
dimensional manifolds.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Notice that the left end Ω′l (resp. the right end Ω
′
r)
of X ′ is isometric to the left end Ωl (resp. the right end Ωr) of X through
the identity map (resp. the diffeomorphism Ψ). Moreover, the isometries
lift to isometries from W|Ω′
l
to WΩl (resp. from W|Ω′r to WΩr). So we can
apply our relative higher index theorem (Theorem 4.2) to D0 and D1, where
we identify Ω0 = Ω
′
l ∪ Ω′r with Ω1 = Ωl ∪ Ωr.
Following the cutting-pasting procedure in Section 4, we see that X ′ and
X join together to give exactly MΨ . Moreover, the C
∗
r (Γ ⋊ Z)-bundles W ′
and W join together to give precisely the bundle WΨ over MΨ . Therefore,
by Theorem 4.2, we have
Ind(D2) = Ind(D0)− Ind(D1).
By the discussion above, we have Ind(D0) = ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)), Ind(D1) = 0 and
Ind(D2) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z). This finishes the proof.
Open Question. It remains an open question whether IndΓ(Ψ) lies in the
image of the Baum-Connes assembly map
µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
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In the following, we show that this question has an affirmative answer
for some special cases.
Recall that Ψ induces an automorphism Ψ∗ : Γ → Γ (up to inner au-
tomorphisms), thus an automorphism Ψ∗ : C
∗
r (Γ) → C∗r (Γ) (up to inner
automorphisms). Therefore, we have well-defined isomorphisms
Ψ∗ : Ki(C
∗
r (Γ))→ Ki(C∗r (Γ)), i = 0, 1.
Corollary 6.5. If Ψ∗ = Id : Γ → Γ, then IndΓ(Ψ) lies in the image of the
Baum-Connes assembly map µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
Proof. Since Ψ∗ = Id : Γ→ Γ, it follows immediately that
C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)
∼= C∗r (Γ)⊗C∗r (Z).
Then we have
K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z))
∼= K0(C∗r (Γ))⊕K1(C∗r (Γ)).
Similarly, KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ ⋊ Z))
∼= KΓ0 (EΓ) ⊕ KΓ1 (EΓ). Moreover, the Baum-
Connes assembly map respects this direct sum decomposition. Now the
map
ι∗ : K0(C
∗
r (Γ))→ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊Z)) ∼= K0(C∗r (Γ))⊕K1(C∗r (Γ))
is simply [p] 7→ ([p], [0]). Since ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) lies in the image of the Baum-
Connes assembly map µ : KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ⋊Z))→ K0(C∗r (Γ⋊Z)), it follows that
IndΓ(Ψ) lies in the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map
µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
Corollary 6.6. Assume that Ψ∗ = Id : Ki(C
∗
r (Γ)) → Ki(C∗r (Γ)) and in
addition that the strong Novikov conjecture holds for Γ. Then IndΓ(Ψ) lies
in the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map µ : KΓ0 (EΓ)→ K0(C∗r (Γ)).
Proof. By Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence9, we have
K0(C
∗
r (Γ))
1−Ψ∗
// K0(C
∗
r (Γ))
ι∗
// K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z))
∂0

K1(C
∗
r (Γ⋊Z))
∂1
OO
K1(C
∗
r (Γ))
ι∗
oo K1(C
∗
r (Γ))
1−Ψ∗
oo
9In the real case, the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence has 24 terms instead.
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Similarly, we have the six-term exact sequence
KΓ0 (EΓ)
1−Ψ∗
// KΓ0 (EΓ)
ι∗
// KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ⋊ Z))
∂0

KΓ⋊Z1 (E(Γ⋊Z))
∂1
OO
KΓ1 (EΓ)
ι∗
oo KΓ1 (EΓ)
1−Ψ∗
oo
Moreover, the Baum-Connes assembly map is natural with respect to these
exact sequences. So by our assumption that Ψ∗ = Id : Ki(C
∗
r (Γ)) →
Ki(C
∗
r (Γ)), we have the following commutative diagram of short exact se-
quences:
0 // KΓ0 (EΓ)
ι∗
//
µ

KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ⋊Z))
µ

∂0
// KΓ1 (EΓ)
µ

// 0
0 // K0(C
∗
r (Γ))
ι∗
// K0(C
∗
r (Γ⋊ Z))
∂0
// K1(C
∗
r (Γ)) // 0
By Theorem 6.3 above, we have ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z). Since Ind(DΓ⋊Z)
lies in the image of the Baum-Connes assembly map µ : KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ ⋊
Z)) → K0(C∗r (Γ⋊ Z)), there is an element P ∈ KΓ⋊Z0 (E(Γ⋊ Z)) such that
µ(P ) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z). Notice that µ ◦ ∂0(P ) = ∂0 ◦µ(P ) = 0. Since the strong
Novikov conjecture holds for Γ, that is, the map µ : KΓi (EΓ)→ Ki(C∗r (Γ))
is injective, it follows that ∂0(P ) = 0. Therefore, there exist an element
Q ∈ KΓ0 (EΓ) such that ι∗(Q) = P. The following diagram shows how all
these elements are related under various maps:
Q ✤
ι∗
//
❴
µ

P ✤
∂0
//
❴
µ

∂0(P )
❴
µ

IndΓ(Ψ)
✤ ι∗ // ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z)
✤ ∂0 // 0
In particular, we see that ι∗ ◦µ(Q) = µ ◦ ι∗(P ) = Ind(DΓ⋊Z) = ι∗(IndΓ(Ψ)).
Now since Ψ∗ = Id, it follows immediately that µ(Q) = IndΓ(Ψ). This
finishes the proof.
Remark 6.7. The above corollaries have their counterparts for all other
dimensions and for both the real and the complex cases, which are essentially
proved by the same arguments as above.
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A Technical lemmas
In this appendix, we prove some standard estimates for pseudodifferential
operators with coefficients in A-bundles, where A is an arbitrary real or
complex C∗-algebra. In particular, we prove G˚arding’s inequality in this
setting. We would like to point out that all the estimates take values in A
rather than R (or C).
Let X be a compact Riemannian manifold. Let A be a C∗-algebra and
V an A-bundle over X. We denote the A-valued inner product on V by 〈 , 〉
and define
〈〈σ, η〉〉s =
∫
X
〈(1 + ∆)sσ(x), η(x)〉dx,
where ∆ is the Laplacian operator. Then the Soblev space Hs(X,V) is the
completion of Γ∞(X,V) under the norm 〈〈 , 〉〉s. Notice that Hs(X,V) is
a Hilbert module over A. Equivalently, 〈〈 , 〉〉s can also be defined through
Fourier transform as in the classical case. In the following, we adopt the con-
vention that the measure on Rn is the Lebesgue measure with an additional
normalizing factor (2π)−n/2.
Lemma A.1. Let T be a pseudodifferential operator of order n
T : Γ∞(X,V)→ Γ∞(X,V).
Then
〈〈Tσ, Tσ〉〉s−n ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉s
for all σ ∈ Hs(X,V).
Proof. The Fourier transform of Tσ is given by
T̂ σ(ζ) =
∫
ei〈x, ξ−ζ〉t(x, ξ)σˆ(ξ)dξdx
where t(x, ξ) is the symbol of T . Define
q(ζ, ξ) =
∫
e−i〈x, ζ〉t(x, ξ)dx.
Then
T̂ σ(ζ) =
∫
q(ζ − ξ, ξ)σˆ(ξ)dξ.
Define
K(ζ, ξ) = q(ζ − ξ, ξ)(1 + |ξ|)−s(1 + |ζ|)s−n.
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We now prove that
〈〈Tσ, η〉〉s−n + 〈〈η, Tσ〉〉s−n ≤ C0
(
λ〈〈σ, σ〉〉s + 1
λ
〈〈η, η〉〉s−n
)
for all η ∈ Hs−n(X,V) and for all λ > 0. Here C0 is some fixed constant
independent of σ and η.
Without loss of generality, we reduce the proof to the case where V is
the trivial A-bundle X ×A and K(ζ, ξ) is positive self-adjoint for all ξ and
ζ. We have K(ξ, ζ) = (K1/2(ξ, ζ))2.
Notice that for a, b ∈ A, we have
a∗b+ ab∗ ≤ λa∗a+ 1
λ
b∗b
for all λ > 0. It follows that
〈〈Tσ, η〉〉s−n + 〈〈η, Tσ〉〉s−n
=
∫
σˆ∗(ξ)q∗(ζ − ξ, ξ)ηˆ(ζ)(1 + |ζ|)2(s−n)dξdζ
+
∫
ηˆ∗(ζ)q(ζ − ξ, ξ)σˆ(ξ)(1 + |ζ|)2(s−n)dξdζ
=
∫
σˆ∗(ξ)K1/2(ζ, ξ)(1 + |ξ|)sK1/2(ζ, ξ)ηˆ(ζ)(1 + |ζ|)s−ndξdζ
+
∫
ηˆ∗(ζ)K1/2(ζ, ξ)(1 + |ζ|)s−nK1/2(ζ, ξ)σˆ(ξ)(1 + |ξ|)sdξdζ
≤ λ
∫
σˆ∗(ξ)K(ζ, ξ)σˆ(ξ)(1 + |ξ|)2sdξdζ
+
1
λ
∫
ηˆ∗(ζ)K(ζ, ξ)ηˆ(ζ)(1 + |ζ|)2(s−n)dξdζ
≤ λ
∫
‖K(ζ, ξ)‖σˆ∗(ξ)σˆ(ξ)(1 + |ξ|)2sdξdζ
+
1
λ
∫
‖K(ζ, ξ)‖ηˆ∗(ζ)ηˆ(ζ)(1 + |ζ|)2(s−n)dξdζ.
By standard estimates from (classical) pseudodifferential calculus, we
have ∫
‖K(ζ, ξ)‖dξ ≤ C0 and
∫
‖K(ζ, ξ)‖dζ ≤ C0
for some constant C0. It follows that
〈〈Tσ, η〉〉s−n + 〈〈η, Tσ〉〉s−n ≤ C0
(
λ〈〈σ, σ〉〉s + 1
λ
〈〈η, η〉〉s−n
)
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for all η ∈ Hs−n(X,V) and for all λ > 0. The proof is finished by choosing
λ = C0 and η = Tσ.
Lemma A.2. Let P be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order d
P : Γ∞(X,V)→ Γ∞(X,V).
Then
〈〈σ, σ〉〉d ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉0 + C〈〈Pσ, Pσ〉〉0
for all σ ∈ Hd(X,V).
Proof. Let Q be a parametrix of P , that is, 1−QP and 1−PQ are smoothing
operators. It follows from the previous lemma that
〈〈σ, σ〉〉d = 〈〈(1 −QP )σ +QPσ , (1−QP )σ +QPσ〉〉d
≤ 2〈〈(1 −QP )σ, (1−QP )σ〉〉d + 2〈〈QPσ,QPσ〉〉d
≤ C1〈〈σ, σ〉〉0 + C2〈〈Pσ, Pσ〉〉0
since 1−QP is a smoothing operator and Q has order −d. This finishes the
proof.
Let V be an A-bundle over Rn. Consider Rn = Rn−k × Rk with coordi-
nates y ∈ Rn−k, z ∈ Rk and dual coordinates ξ, ζ. We define the restriction
map R : Γ∞(Rn,V)→ Γ∞(Rn−k,V) by
Rσ(y) = σ(y, 0).
We have the following lemma which generalizes the corresponding classical
result (cf. [10, Theorem 6.9]) to the case of A-bundles.
Lemma A.3. If s > k/2, then we have
〈〈Rσ,Rσ〉〉s−k/2 ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉s
for all σ ∈ Hs(Rn,V).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume V = Rn × A. It suffices to
show that
〈〈Rσ,Rσ〉〉s−k/2 ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉s
for all Schwartz sections σ. Notice that∫
ei〈ξ,y〉R̂σ(ξ)dξ = Rσ(y) = σ(y, 0) =
∫∫
ei〈ξ,y〉σˆ(ξ, ζ)dξdζ
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for all y ∈ Rn−k. So R̂σ(ξ) = ∫ σˆ(ξ, ζ)dζ.
It follows that
2R̂σ(ξ)R̂σ
∗
(ξ)
=
∫∫
σˆ(ξ, ζ1)σˆ
∗(ξ, ζ2)dζ1dζ2 +
∫∫
σˆ(ξ, ζ2)σˆ
∗(ξ, ζ1)dζ1dζ2
=
∫∫
a(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)b
∗(ξ, ζ1, ζ2) + b(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)a
∗(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)dζ1dζ2
≤
∫∫
a(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)a
∗(ξ, ζ1, ζ2) + b(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)b
∗(ξ, ζ1, ζ2)dζ1dζ2
=
∫∫
σ(ξ, ζ1)σ
∗(ξ, ζ1)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ1|)2s(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ2|)−2sdζ1dζ2
+
∫∫
σ(ξ, ζ2)σ
∗(ξ, ζ2)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ2|)2s(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ1|)−2sdζ1dζ2,
where we denote by
a(ξ, ζ1, ζ2) = σˆ(ξ, ζ1)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ1|)s(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ2|)−s,
b(ξ, ζ1, ζ2) = σˆ(ξ, ζ2)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ2|)s(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ1|)−s.
Notice that ∫
(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ|)−2sdζ = C(1 + |ξ|)k−2s
for some constant C. Therefore, we have
2R̂σ(ξ)R̂σ
∗
(ξ) ≤ 2C(1 + |ξ|)k−2s
∫∫
σ(ξ, ζ)σ∗(ξ, ζ)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ|)2sdζ.
Equivalently,
R̂σ(ξ)R̂σ
∗
(ξ)(1 + |ξ|)2s−k ≤ C
∫∫
σ(ξ, ζ)σ∗(ξ, ζ)(1 + |ξ|+ |ζ|)2sdζ.
Now the lemma follows by integrating both sides with respect to ξ.
Corollary A.4. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn with C∞ boundary ∂Ω
and ℓ ≥ 1. Define the restriction map
R(σ) = σ|∂Ω : Cℓ(Ω,V)→ Cℓ(∂Ω,V).
Then
〈〈Rσ,Rσ〉〉ℓ−1/2 ≤ C〈〈σ, σ〉〉ℓ
for all σ ∈ Hℓ(Ω,V).
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